August 20, 2018

In true Agile development form, ADS® is excited to announce the latest release of updates to FlowView PRISM™ 1.1! Check them out here:

www.ads prism.com

What’s new in this update of FlowView PRISM 1.1:

Link from the Map Location Information Detail window to the Location Dashboard Graph – We completely understood your desire to have a quick way to access the data on the Location Dashboard from the home/map screen. When viewing location information on the map, notice the new graph-line icon at the bottom. Click this link and be transported to the location dashboard graphs for that specific location.
**Location Dashboard Site Selection** – Selecting locations for view on the Location Dashboard is now easier than ever! A scrolling selection tool has been added to the top of the screen with a search option to the right.

**Location Dashboard View Details** – The default Location Dashboard view will show Unidepth, Velocity, Rain, and QContinuity. After selecting additional entities or annotations, select “View Details” on the hydrograph to see your selections in a larger graph.

**Rain on Top** – You asked, and ADS heard! When viewing rain data on the Location Dashboard you now can view rain data from the top of the graph, not only from the bottom. Select this under the annotations options and re-plot.

The FlowView PRISM development team worked diligently to solve identified issues and requests across the board. Recent development has been focused on the Location Dashboard, as shown above. We are working to enhance the experience of viewing data as much as possible to enable users to find exactly what they need in the most efficient way. There are more updates in the works and more leaps to come; stay tuned!

**Most recent bug fixes:**
- When filtering alarms on the Alarm Widget, the list was showing by default the oldest first. That was not an effective method, so we now sort this list by newest first by default.
- Latitude and Longitude now display in that order on the location information details card.
- When selecting date/time format for a customer, we noticed there were two options of MM/DD/YYYY and none of DD/MM/YYYY. There is now one of each.

**So what’s next?**

Work on FlowView PRISM continues, and the team welcomes any and all comments, suggestions, and requests. We currently are moving forward with the development of FlowView PRISM to provide our customers with tools to do even more. Look for more updates coming soon as our team continues to provide rapid leaps in FlowView PRISM capabilities!

If you have any questions about FlowView PRISM, please contact Jonathan Hasson, Jordan Box, or Kevin Enfinger within the Product Management team. Please continue to submit bug reports and feature requests through the self-reporting tool in FlowView PRISM.